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Notes:

AWPA "C Standards" (e.g., C1, C2, C9, etc.) were last updated during the Fall 2002 Standardization Cycle and final editions were printed in the 2003 and 2004 AWPA Books of Standards. All specifications for treated wood products from the C Standards are now found in the AWPA Use Category System Standards U1 and T1. If you are a specifier, you may simply change all of your C Standard references to AWPA Standard U1. If you are a manufacturer of treated wood products, you will need to refer to Standard T1 for the treating requirements to enable you to determine conformance to Standard U1. If references to the C Standards are still needed, individual standards may be purchased online at www.awpa.com or by contacting AWPA to purchase older editions of the Book of Standards.

AWPA "F Standards" (e.g., F1, F2, etc.) were withdrawn as AWPA Standards during the Fall 2008 Standardization Cycle and are now printed as "Factors" tables in the back of the AWPA Book of Standards.